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PRIDE
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AT WORK:
LGBT+ Inclusivity in the
Workplace
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With it being Pride Month, Lawyer Monthly
decided to delve into the LGBT+ community’s
rights in the workplace, especially if they have
been discriminated against based on their
sexual orientation or gender identity.
Talking to the award-winning employment
lawyers at Phillips & Associates, we learn what
rights the LGBT+ community have and what
laws protect them from harassment at work.

William K. Phillips (left), Managing Partner of Phillips & Associates
Steven Fingerhut (right), Employment Litigation Associate of Phillips & Associates
(212) 248-7431 | sfingerhut@tpglaws.com | www.newyorkcitydiscriminationlawyer.com
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AT PHILLIPS & ASSOCIATES, WE LEVEL THE
PLAYING FIELD

Employees were, and for the most part still are, at a big
disadvantage in the workplace. There is a dramatic power
imbalance between employees and the companies
for which they work. This power balance can intensify
after experiencing sexual harassment or discrimination.
The company/employer often hires a large law firm to
represent it, while the employee may have just lost their
job, have very little money and no one to help them
understand their rights. At Phillips & Associates, we have
the experience, staffing, and financial backing to keep
the playing field level. People need to take a close look
at the lawyer or law firm they want to hire and determine
if that lawyer or firm has the funds, experience and the
resources to properly litigate their case.
Phillips & Associates is one of the largest plaintiffs’ only
employment law firms in New York. The firm handles cases
involving sexual harassment and discrimination in the
workplace including pregnancy, race, disability, religion,
gender, and sexual orientation and other protected
traits. Phillips & Associates also handles other areas of
harassment at work such as retaliation and wrongful
termination. Most recently, the American Institute of Legal
Counsel selected Phillips & Associates as one of the “10
Best Employment & Labor Law Firms in New York.”

ABOUT STEVEN FINGERHUT

Steven Fingerhut is an employment litigation associate
at Phillips & Associates. He
provides vigorous
representation to individuals who have suffered from
workplace discrimination and harassment in New York
City and need an attorney to protect their rights. At trial,
Steven Fingerhut, with co-counsel, obtained a judgment
in the amount of $77,054.64, including attorney fees and
costs, for their client who was discriminated against
by her supervisor and wrongfully terminated from her
employment due to her pregnancy. (Weng v. Fancy Lee
Sushi Bar & Grill, Inc., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 183657 (E.D.N.Y.,
Nov. 18, 2017)).
Mr. Fingerhut is an active member of the National
Employment Lawyers Association (“NELA”) as well as
the New York State Trial Lawyers Association (“NYSTLA”).
He was selected as a “Rising Star” in New York by Super
Lawyers and has also been recognized by various other
legal organizations such as the American Institute of
Legal Counsel, the Lead Counsel Review Board, and the
Best Attorneys of America.
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Just 22% of equity partners at law firms are women –
compared to 61% of trainees
Just 22% of equity partners at law firms are women compared to 61% of
trainee solicitors who are
women, suggesting that
law firms need to be doing far more to improve
retention rates of female
lawyers, says new research published today
by Thomson Reuters and
Acritas.
However, the research
shows that law firms are
making significant progress in addressing the
disparity in the gender
make-up at senior and
junior levels by introducing a raft of successful initiatives. For example:
• 69% of law firms have a
board level representative where a significant
part of their role is focused on diversity
• 60% of law firms analyse their gender diversity
at a practice-by-practice level
• 60% of law firms have
voluntarily added partners into their gender
pay gap reporting to improve transparency
The Transforming Women’s Leadership in the
Law research study, conducted in partnership
with Acritas, is based on
responses from 48 leading UK and European law
firms. The study analyses levels of gender diversity across positions
from Trainee to Executive Board and the steps
law firms are taking to
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improve retention of
women into senior roles.
Lucinda Case, Lead, Legal Professionals, Europe,
at Thomson Reuters says:
“There are signs of cracks
in the glass ceiling at UK
law firms.”
“There is still a long way
to go, but law firms now
are becoming increasingly engaged in fixing
this problem.”
“Many law firms have
accepted that the significant imbalance at
the top of their structures
is not helping their business. They are responding to that by implementing changes to their
strategies that should,
given time, be a force for
good.”
The study also shows the
following:
• 46% of law firms have
initiatives for a representative gender balance in
all pitches to potential
clients
• 30% of law firms have
initiatives that ensure a
representative
gender
balance on all client
teams
• 47% have initiatives
to offer sponsorships to
female candidates for
Partnership
• 42% have processes
in place to ensure that
slates of candidates up
for promotion are gender
balanced

What are the most successful steps law firms are
taking to improve gender
diversity?
There are three key
themes
that
have
emerged from the research that law firms see
as vital to successfully delivering an improvement
in gender balance at
senior levels. These are:
Make gender diversity a
strategic goal
Law firms can demonstrate a serious commitment to gender diversity progress by clearly
naming gender diversity
as a strategic goal. To
achieve this, firms should
treat achieving gender
diversity the same way
as any other strategic
goal – by appointing a
board
representative,
openly declaring targets
and tracking progress on
those targets.
Ensure female lawyers
get sufficient client exposure and access to a
wide range of work
The research shows that
firms that actively try

to ensure that teams
are balanced have the
highest retention rate of
women from junior associate to equity partners. Firms can achieve
the balance by taking
it upon themselves to
ensure client teams are
equally representative,
and also by welcoming
client demands for gender balance.
Reconsider ‘women-only’ initiatives and check
that mentors are giving
the right advice
Unfortunately, there are
some
well-intentioned
initiatives that correlate with less success in
improving gender balance at senior level. The
research showed that
‘Women only networks’,
for example, can be
damaging for gender
balance, but opening
those networks up to
include men can result
in them having a positive effect. Mentoring
programs also showed
a negative correlation.
Further qualitative exploration suggested that
advice can sometimes
put women off the part-

nership track rather than
encourage them. The
key to making these initiatives a success is collating feedback from staff.
Lisa Hart Shepherd, Acritas’ CEO, commented
“The research has delivered some surprising
insights that are consistent with broader diversity
research which suggests
some diversity programs
have a negative effect.
It is important for firms to
take a step back and
review their portfolio of
initiatives and check that
they are working holistically to positive effect in
their current form.”
Lucinda
Case
adds:
“We are delighted that
it has resulted in numerous practical and implementable
recommendations for law firms. We
are excited about the
new and innovative approaches that law firms
are taking in driving such
change. But there is a
long way to go and it is
important that gender
diversity, like other forms
of diversity, remains an
absolute top priority for
law firms.”

